
A Doctor in Africa. 

BACK AT WORK. 
BY THE REV. H. S. GERRARD, M.B., CH.B. 

BEFORE going on to Kasenga on my return 
for furlough I had to call at Kafue: to attend a 
language committee. In our section of 
Northern Rhodesia there are seven 
missionary societies working amongst three 
tribes. Each is producing its own literature in 
a more or less different dialect. We were 
meeting to see if it were possible to secure 
some uniformity so that the same books 
could be used by all the missions, thus 
helping to cheapen and multiply literature. We 
were fortunate in having as a member of the 
committee the Jesuit priest, Father Torrend, 
who is famous as the author of A 
Comparative Grammar of the Bantu 
Languages. That book was written forty years 
ago, and as he has still continued his studies 
through these years he may well be regarded 
as an expert. We were certainly very glad to 
follow his guidance almost entirely. He was 
convinced that the various dialects we were 
considering were so much akin that we were 
by no means attempting an impossible task, 
and when the work is completed it will be 
largely owing to his knowledge, industry and 
enthusiasm. Two months later he paid us a 
visit at Kasenga, and in a few days he made 
himself master of the chief differences 
between our local dialect and the others in 
the group, besides pointing out features in 
the grammar and pronunciation that we 
ourselves had not recognised.


At Kasenga I began my third term, this time as a grass widower, having left my wife in England to 
look after the children. As far as the housekeeping was concerned I was not too badly off, having 
in my cook. Gordon, a hardworking, capable houseboy who had been used to my wife’s way of 
doing things. He needed no instructions from me about keeping the house clean and tidy, or 
washing clothes. The cooking too I have left entirely to him except that I have given him a few 
lessons in making wholemeal bread. He was away the week Father Torrend was with us and his 
substitute was not so good. Our most difficult day was Friday when meat was forbidden and there 
was no fish, either fresh or tinned. Then I was compelled to study a cookery book to discover 
vegetarian dishes that were possible with the few vegetables I had. At any rate there was a 
sufficiency of bread and the Father was very fond of that.


There is no doubt that the absence of the doctor made a distinct gap in the life of the folks round 
Kasenga. After eleven years they had become accustomed to him and his hospital, and I was 
kindly reminded of it by such remarks as: ‘’You hid from us,’’ ‘‘You threw us away,” ‘‘You left us 
lonely.’’ The news of my return spread quickly. Coming from the line people spotted me in the car 
and called out, Ngu wezu Njelende. (It is Gerrard). There are no courtesy titles in Bwila. Before 
long the procession of patients called forth the remark from one man, ‘‘They are coming in 
troops.” At first they came from the nearer villages but soon from the further ones as well. 
Namantombwa sent in several rather intractable cases and other patients followed from the same 
direction. Some from the north included Lubemba, the mother of one of our schoolboys and a 
catechumen. In spite of suffering from dropsy she walked the fifty miles to the mission station. 
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One week a chief sent in four of his wives with 
various complaints. One of them was rather ill 
after an operation, and it was evidently thought 
she was in danger of dying, for that evening when 
I went to the hospital, I found that her husband 
and friends had been hurriedly sent for and filled 
the room where she lay. Some had come from a 
small funeral determined not to miss what would 
have been a big one.


The hospital huts have been constantly full, and 
the two beds in the ward almost continually 
occupied, As I write one of them is occupied by 
the chief of Lubanda. He has been ill for some 
time and has got very thin; he had been waiting 
anxiously for me to get back. The other contains 
a lad with a compound fracture of his leg. Both 
these patients were brought in by what may be 
called our local ambulance—a hammock carried 
by a team of prisoners from the neighbouring 
Boma. Friends of the patients also occupy the 
ward, sleeping on the floor at night. Their 
belongings, baskets, grain, etc., are piled in one 
corner; they cook their meals in the ward 
fireplace. Added to this it is at present used as a 
grain store, so that altogether it by no means 
presents the spick-and-span appearance 
associated with a hospital ward.


Samson, the native orderly, has carried on during the past twelve months, supervised by Mr. 
Bowdler. Soon after my return I took on another assistant, Daniel. There was plenty of work and I 
wanted to have a man ready for when I should have the opportunity of opening an out-side 
dispensary. Such a dispensary would enlarge my sphere of usefulness and be a considerable 
convenience to many patients. The man in charge could treat folk with minor injuries and 
complaints and save them the long walk to the mission. He could visit the sick in their own 
homes, keep in touch with old patients, and altogether help towards that closer contact with the 
folk necessary for successful mission work.


Patients, of course, differ very much from one another. Some, like Mungaila, come and seem to 
demand medicine. Others are modest and grateful for whatever is done for them. Others again are 

very fussy, and one can never do enough to please them. Some bear pain stoically and others are 
nervous and jumpy. You can’t generalise about them. The patients are very human.


If the mornings are warm and sunny prayers are held out in the open; otherwise we assemble on 
the verandah. Some parable or incident is related and explained as simply as possible. It is 
repeated several days in succession to give the folk a chance of remembering it. The singing of 
hymns has not formed a feature of the service as it would not be easy to teach them to a 
constantly changing company. But recently I have taught them a simple Nyassaland air, set to 
such words as “He is my Shepherd, God Who is in heaven,’’ and it presents little difficulty to 
them.
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